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■ Great support for your creation of multiple language screens

The FA Term Translation Tool is the software 
to translate comments (words, sentences) 
that are used in MELSOFT applications 
including GT Works3. You can use the 
software even when your computer is not 
connected to the Internet.
Translation between Japanese and other 
languages (English, Chinese [Simplified], 
Chinese [Traditional]) is possible.
The software uses the FA Term Translation 
Dictionary provided by Mitsubishi Electric. 
In addition, it is possible to create your own 
dictionary to standardize the technical terms.

The comments translated using FA Term 
Translation Tool can easily be copied and 
pasted to the comment list of GT Works3.

Multiple columns of translated 
comments can be copied and pasted 
from software such as Microsoft® 
Excel® so that multiple language 
screens can be created efficiently.
Supported version: GT Works3 Ver.1.134Q or later

● How to obtain this tool
This tool is included with the "MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC 
FA Library" DVD-ROM of GT Works3 Version 1.130L 
or later.
For the details, please contact your local sales office.

For the details, please refer to the 
GOT2000 catalog (L(NA)08270ENG).

Microsoft® Excel®, FA Term Translation Tool, etc.

FA Term Translation Tool

GT Works3 comment list

GT Works3 comment list

Copy (Ctrl + C)

Paste (Ctrl + V)

The display language of GT Works3 can be switched. 
The users can edit the data smoothly by selecting their 
preferred language.
*: It is recommended to purchase GT Works3 of the language that is 

supported by the OS to be used.
Procedure: [View] → [Switch Display Language]
Supported version: GT Works3 Ver.1.122C or later

■ GT Works3 multi-language support

Easily switch display languages with a single software

English Japanese Chinese (Simplified)

[Monthly recommendation]

It is easy to copy and paste text from FA Term Translation Tool to GT Works3.

q Copy comments (e.g. from 
GT Works3) and paste them 
to FA Term Translation Tool

�e Check a checkbox to 
save it to the dictionary

w Translated results are 
displayed

r Copy the comments translated with FA Term Translation Tool and 
paste them to where you want to use them (e.g. GT Works3).

�t It is easy to create language switching screens.



Precautions for safe use

Trademarks and registered trademarks

To use the products given in this publication properly, always 
read the relevant manuals before beginning operation.

All products and company names used herein are either 
trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.

New publication, effective Sep. 2015.
Specifications are subject to change without notice.

The release date varies depending on the product and your region. For details, please contact your local sales office.

The actual color may differ slightly from the pictures in this catalog. The actual display may differ from what are shown on 
GOT screen images.
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Without visiting the worksite, you can monitor the status of 
GOTs and CPUs using GT Works3 on a personal computer in 
your office. You can identify problem cause and take 
corrective actions quickly without referring to manuals or using 
GX Works3/GX Works2.
Procedure: [Diagnostics] → [GOT Diagnostics]
Supported version: GT Works3 Ver.1.130L or later

GOT diagnostics function

Problem cause and corrective actions in detail

■ Identify problem cause and take corrective actions quickly
[Monthly recommendation]

■ Quickly find the screens you need by selecting category
When you utilize screens from sample projects, "Category" 
helps you quickly narrow down the data you need. Just select 
and customize sample screens and you can greatly reduce 
time for screen design.
Procedure: [Screen] → [New] → [Utilize Data]
Supported version: GT Works3 Ver.1.130L or later

Utilize data (screen) function

Search for samples from 
Function/Connection/Wants

Worksite Office

Ethernet

USB

[Monthly recommendation]

Label function

Design screens using label names

■ Design screens without worrying about actual devices
Instead of using devices, use easy-to-understand names (label 
names) to create screens. Not only Mitsubishi programmable 
controller devices, but also third party controller devices and 
GOT internal devices can be assigned to labels. The labels can 
easily be managed by defining label groups for each controller 
and screen.
Procedure: [Common] → [Label] → [New Label Group]
Supported version: GT Works3 Ver.1.122C or later


